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P R O F E S S I O N A L  P R O F I L E  

Dr. Ling Liu is Managing Scientist in ToxStrategies’ Pharmaceuticals/Biopharmaceuticals Practice. She is a board-
certified toxicologist with 20 years of toxicology and drug discovery experience in the pharmaceutical industry, 
with both large pharmaceutical companies and small start-ups. She has nonclinical experience with biologic, 
small-molecule products, and gene therapy in a wide variety of therapeutic indications, including neurology, 
muscular dystrophy, oncology, metabolic disease, and rare diseases, as well as multiple routes of administration 
(oral, intravenous, subcutaneous, intracerebroventricular). 

She has experience as a project-team liaison on multidisciplinary discovery and development project teams, 
responsible for developing and implementing the nonclinical safety strategy to support nonclinical development of 
pipeline assets, and writing regulatory submissions (pre-INDs, INDs, IBs, briefing books) and due diligence 
evaluations. 
Dr. Liu also specializes in directing and monitoring both non-GLP and GLP toxicity studies, as well as more 
complex gene therapy studies. She has expertise in protocol development, design, conduct, data interpretation, 
and reporting of nonclinical toxicity studies in mice, rats, rabbits, dogs, and nonhuman primates. With a 
background in developmental biology and pharmacology, Dr. Liu understands target pathways, underlying 
biological mechanisms of disease states, and the biological mechanisms of toxicity. 
Prior to joining ToxStrategies, Dr. Liu worked as a toxicologist in the pharmaceutical industry and as a 
pharmacologist for a start-up company. 
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E D U C A T I O N  A N D  D E G R E E S  E A R N E D  

Certificate Principles and Practices of Gene Therapy (Stanford University, 2020) 
Certificate Clinical Trials Design and Management (University of California, San Diego, 2019) 

DABT  Diplomate, American Board of Toxicology (2007–present) 
Ph.D.  Developmental Biology, Stockholm University, Sweden 
M.S.  Zoological Ecology, East China Normal University, Shanghai, P.R. China 

B.S.  Biology, East China Normal University, Shanghai, P.R. China 

P R O F E S S I O N A L  M E M B E R S H I P S  

American College of Toxicology 
Society of Toxicology 

S E L E C T E D  P R O F E S S I O N A L  E X P E R I E N C E  

Study D i rector  

Served as single point of control for exploratory toxicity studies. Responsible for protocol development, design, 
conduct, data interpretation, and reporting of nonclinical toxicity studies. 
Led evaluation of chemical entities, biologics, and gene therapy, including studies in mice, rats, rabbits, dogs, and 
nonhuman primates. 

Responsible for protocol development, design, conduct, data interpretation, and reporting of exploratory and 
mechanistic studies to support selection of lead molecules and regulatory submissions. 

Study Mon i to r  

Responsible for scientific oversight of outsourced studies, from protocol development through issuance of final 
report. Studies included in vitro assay, in vivo toxicity, and gene therapy studies. 
Partnered with the CRO-SD and CRO study team to ensure that work was conducted to corporate expectations. 
Performed all regulatory responsibilities in compliance with applicable regulatory standards, ensuring compliance 
with applicable SOPs and guidelines, and Animal Use Protocols. 

Drug Safe ty  Eva luator /Team Lead 

Responsible for developing and implementing the nonclinical safety strategy for projects, from idea to IND-
directed toxicology studies, for the development of selected molecules. Ensured alignment of safety strategies 
with overall objectives of the therapeutic area. Served as a scientific subject-matter expert (SME) in collaboration 
with regulatory strategy leads on dossier preparation and responses to regulatory queries. 
Assessed potential safety concerns and reviewed current knowledge of specific targets of interest. Functioned as 
the primary author of the safety sections of TKRs to provide an integrated assessment of potential safety issues 
and a proposed target risk minimization strategy. 
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Represented drug safety positions on several projects; responsible for data interpretation and developing 
nonclinical safety strategies—including go/no-go decision making—along with writing and reviewing regulatory 
documents. 
Early discovery toxicology: 

• Developed non-GLP toxicology capabilities for acute tolerability and repeat-dose evaluation. Led 
exploratory and mechanistic in vivo toxicology studies (non-GLP) in rodents. Designed, executed, and 
reported in vivo studies to support discovery and development projects. Managed a team of technicians 
performing in vivo studies. 

• Acted as study monitor for outsourced studies in support of development programs. 
• Performed the duties of a Drug Safety Evaluation Representative on discovery and development project 

teams. 

• Led non-GLP toxicological evaluation of lead compounds for diabetes program. Designed and executed 
non-GLP toxicological studies. Contributed to lead molecule FDA pre-IND briefing books. 

Preclinical pharmacology: 

• Served as lead pharmacologist on a diabetes program. Established glucose clamp capability for the 
characterization of clinical candidates in diabetes programs and demonstrated the mechanism of action 
underlying target inhibition to acute and chronic changes in glucose homeostasis. Employed the use of 
glucose clamp for pharmacological evaluation and selection of viable backup compounds. 

• Pharmacologically validated DPP4 as a target for type 2 diabetes. Demonstrated temporal mechanistic 
links underlying DPP4 inhibition to acute and chronic changes in glucose homeostasis and insulin 
resistance. 

• Designed and executed preclinical PK/PD studies to analyze PK parameters, and to understand PK/PD 
relationships. 

• Responsible for identification, pharmacology/safety evaluation, and selection of viable backup 
compounds. 

In a forward-genetics study of anxiety disorder, led the central nervous system program for a major 
pharmaceutical firm: 

• Established behavioral screen platforms for the identification of mutant mice with anxiety-related 
behaviors and ataxic phenotypes. 

• Pharmacologically validated anxiety screen platforms with pharmacological agents for target validation 
and evaluation of novel compounds for anxiety. 

• Analyzed ataxic mice generated by chemical mutagen (ENU) mutagenesis. 
• Co-investigator of SBIR grant: “Animal models for drug development in anxiety.” 

Doctora l  and Post -Doctora l  Work  

Generated mouse models of human ataxia using ENU (N-ethyl N-nitrosourea, mutagen) forward (phenotype 
based) genetic screens to identify and study a phenotype of interest. 

Analyzed gene expression profile in calcium channel mutants with Affymetrix chip technology. 
Cloned the gene mutated in meander-tail mice. Meander-tail mutant mice have an autosomal recessive mutation 
that results in a kinky tail and ataxic gait. 
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Cloned mouse a-sarcoglycan gene and studied its expression and distribution during myogenesis in vivo and in 
vitro. 
Discovered a novel e-sarcoglycan-containing complex in skeletal muscle and studied its association and 
expression during myogenesis. 

Established a mouse model of human limb-girdle muscular dystrophy by generation of a-sarcoglycan null mice. 
Generated laminin a2 transgenic mice under the control of a P0 promoter, aiming to correct the phenotypes of 
mice with laminin a2-deficiency in their peripheral nerves. 
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